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Part of the Keep Scotland Beautiful Charity

Keep Scotland Beautiful (KSB) is a multi-faceted organisation 
operating across the spectrum of environmental issues from 
littering to climate change.  The charity operates in three 
main areas: sustainability and climate change, sustainable 
development education and local environmental quality.  SSN 
sits within KSB’s sustainability and climate change portfolio.

About the Sustainable Scotland Network

Sustainable Scotland Network (SSN) has worked to support 
public sector action on sustainable development and climate 
change for over a decade. The Scottish Government provides 
funding to Keep Scotland Beautiful to develop SSN, and the 
SSN Steering Group guides the SSN agenda. SSN is open to 
the whole public sector, and welcomes members working on 
sustainable development and climate change from all public 
sector organisations.

Our Family
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Keep Scotland Beautiful initiated a Low Carbon 
Behaviours project, with support from the Scottish 
Government, as part of SSN work in April 2014. Funded 
initially for one year, the project aims to raise awareness 
and promote uptake of the ISM approach by public sector organisations.

Introduction

Individual context 
Focuses on personal values, attitudes and skills together 
with other factors which drive our choices and actions.

Social context 
Recognises that individuals are strongly influenced 
by others and what society considers appropriate and 
desirable behaviour.

Material context 
Represents the external “environment” and factors such 
as infrastructure, rules and regulations and how these 
promote or constrain our behaviours. 

With Scottish Government support agreed for a 
further two years this report presents the journey so 
far. It provides an overview of how ISM evolved and 
its context within government policy and strategy. 
The report also recaps on activity over the past year 
and outlines the next phase of delivery including 
opportunities to become involved and obtain support. 

ISM is… 
a simple framework for informing approaches to 
behaviour change and decision-making;

it can be used… 
in a workshop, within a team, for a project, by a 
partnership or by an individual; 

when you need to…
 Analyse an existing problem or challenge
 Design or evaluate a plan, project or programme
 Consider broader organisational change;

and… 
although it was developed with low carbon behaviours in 
mind ISM can be applied to a range of behaviour-related 
agendas, including health and wellbeing.

  If we want change to stick we need to do more 
than communicate, communicate, communicate – 
ISM provides the framework to be smarter about 
our approach to more meaningful and sustainable 
behavioural change.

 John Robertson, Programme Manager Chief 
Executive’s Office, The Highland Council
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The policy stimulus for low carbon behaviours

     The way we use electricity and heat our homes and other 
buildings, the ways we travel, the products we purchase and 
transport from home and abroad, and the way we run our 
businesses and organisations, have emissions consequences. 
These stem from the choices we make, the fuels and technologies 
that we use and the way in which we use them, i.e. our  
behaviours. 

Low Carbon Scotland: Meeting the Emissions Reduction Targets 2013-2027, the Second Report on Proposals and  
Policies, The Scottish Government, Edinburgh 2013 (RPP2)

The Climate Change Scotland Act (2009) requires Scottish 
Ministers to periodically report on policies and proposals 
for meeting statutory annual greenhouse gas emission 
reduction targets. RPP2 is the second of these reports. It 
sets out essential stepping stones towards a low carbon 
Scotland that offers significant social and economic 
benefits while helping to address the worldwide challenge 
of climate change.

The Scottish Government recognises that understanding 
and influencing behaviour and decision-making is critical 
to ensuring the success of most of the policies and 
proposals set out in RPP2. 

RPP2 refers to The Low Carbon Scotland: Behaviours 
Framework1 (2013) which defines government strategy 
on encouraging low carbon lifestyles amongst Scotland’s 
individuals and households. The Framework draws on the 
latest behaviour change research and builds on the work 
achieved through the government’s Low Carbon Scotland: 
Public Engagement Strategy published in 2010. 

The Individual, Social and Material (ISM) approach 
is identified alongside the Framework as a means of 
helping government and others build stronger policies 
and programmes to meet the challenge of changing 
the way we live, work and travel to support Scotland’s 
transformation to a fair and flourishing low carbon society.

  I found it a really helpful framework to think 
about change and stakeholders approach to a 
proposed change. I found the consideration of 
social and structural factors particularly helpful.  We 
naturally focus in on individual views and I think it 
is really helpful to reflect on the wider influences 
and constraints. The model worked very well in the 
session I was involved in in identifying the reasons 
for behaviour and also the barriers that prevent 
people changing their behaviour.  I can see that it 
is equally effective at generating ideas on how to 
minimise and maximise the drivers.

 Cathy Christie, Learning & Development 
Manager, Highland Council

1  Low Carbon Scotland: Behaviours Framework, The Scottish Government, March 2013

  It wasn’t your typical doze off, stuffy room and a heavy subject 
kind of affair. It was exciting, straightforward and positive and you 
could see everyone perking up whilst working together.

 Greening Representative, SNH
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Origins of ISM 

In 2010 the Scottish Government developed a three 
year research programme to help understand the 
behaviour areas central to addressing climate change and 
the most effective mechanisms for stimulating, facilitating 
and supporting new, more sustainable ways of living.

The programme included an international review of 
initiatives designed to reduce the carbon intensity of 
people’s consumption practices2. The review, carried out 
by the University of Manchester, was intended to enhance 
understanding of different approaches to behaviour change 
and to explore the transferability of initiatives to the Scottish 
context.

As part of the review a simple analytical framework 
distilled the key principles for designing interventions 
including:

Going beyond targeting the individual context (e.g. 
information campaigns) to include mechanisms which 
intervene in the social and material contexts. 

Targetting moments of transition (e.g. moving home) 
and pressure points in infrastructural systems.

Developing frameworks for coordinated initiatives 
across systems based on a coherent vision of the changes 
needed e.g. in a specific sector, domain or a practice 
such as commuting.  This reinforces a common goal and 
reduces the risk of opposing measures offsetting potential 
change. 

Using non-environmental messages to effect change 
e.g. issues related to health and fitness, diet or concerns 
about time pressure can also be used to mobilise pro-
environmental behaviours.

This simple framework was 
enhanced by a subsequent study 
on the Impact of Workplace Initiatives 
on Low Carbon Behaviours3, funded by the 
Scottish Government, the 2020 Climate Group and Defra. 
Drawing on insights and evidence from psychology, behavioural 
economics and sociology, this introduced a range of factors 
known to influence behaviours, within each of the ISM contexts.

This new ISM framework was used to analyse interviews 
and case studies of organisations considered innovative or 
demonstrating evidence of low carbon behaviours within 
the workplace. Key learning points identified include:

Address individual, social and material factors jointly, 
in a coherent and holistic programme to foster lasting change.

Build shared organisational values through individual 
and group involvement combined with senior 
management commitment.

Join up different types of low carbon activities and 
involve staff in the change process at the earliest possible 
stage.

Harness “windows of opportunity” for 
transformational change e.g. office relocation, changes 
in business or service delivery, review of organisational 
strategy, recruitment of senior staff, and financial 
challenges or major change.   

  …most of the time we are creatures of habit 
but this tool definitely made me stop and think 
about the why’s and why nots. I think that it will be 
particularly useful for certain areas of my job… trying 
to influence modal shift change encouraging more 
individuals to embrace active travel. 

 Neil Young, Transport Planning Officer, The 
Highland Council

  Nineteen people – mostly Greening Reps but 
also folk with HR, Training and Health & Safety 
(hard?) hats on – came together with June Graham 
of Sustainable Scotland Network to crunch through 
some of these problems. It was noisy, keen and very 
forthcoming!  

 Greening the Workplace Officer, SNH

2  International Review of Behaviour Change Initiatives, Dale Southerton, Andrew McMeekin (Sustainable Practices Research Group) and David Evans (Sustainable Consumption 
Institute), University of Manchester, February 2011

3  Cox, A., Higgins, T., Gloster, R., Foley, B. / Institute for Employment Studies Darnton, A. /AD Research & Analysis, March 2012 http://www.gov.scot/Publications/2012/03/3379/0



  The ISM tool looks good on paper – but when you do the workshop you really get it! 
The workshop helps you understand your problems – and points to solutions. All round 
ISM is really helpful 

 Alan, Climate change policy professional
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Improving energy efficiency in the workplace
 Old buildings with inefficient equipment. 
 Can’t make a difference on my own and don’t know how to adjust 

thermostat or even if allowed to open a window!
 Not seen as anyone’s role or responsibility to improve energy efficiency 

in our office. 
 If you make a suggestion there is emotional backlash, causes ill-feeling, 

people don’t like change. 
 Why does it matter if our energy comes from renewables.
 There is no way to monitor where energy is being used within shared 

premises.

Encouraging active travel 
 I don’t have the skills to maintain and repair a bike.
 It’s scary riding in traffic!
 It’s not normal to ride a bike in a suit, you have to wear lycra!
 There are no secure bike storage facilities at work.
 I do not like being sweaty and people judge you if you arrive unkempt 

to a meeting.
 Driving to work is a habit but I don’t have time to take the bus or train 

anyway. 
 Owning a car is a rite of passage and status symbol. I like driving – it 

is my space in a busy day.
 I need to take the car to drop off/collect kids as part of work commute.  

Reducing frequency of domestic flights
 People don’t have skills or reliable support to use online technologies 

effectively.
 Internal policy encourages the cheapest option – rail is more expensive.
 Perception that train takes longer. 
 Management/corporate expectations around minimising absence from 

workplace. 
 Less flexibility around departure/arrival times, don’t want to wait for 

sleeper, arrive tired from poor sleep.
 Family commitments restrict. 
 Air travel become norm and a habit, alternative not even considered by 

booking staff.

Increasing recycling rates 
 People don’t take responsibility - ‘not my problem’.
 Confusion about which bin to use in some places and lack of correct 

bins in other places.
 Seen as a fanatic, ridiculed by others as a “tree-hugger”.
 Lack of visible role models, management sometimes worst offenders!
 Recycling is not enforced, no sanctions.
 No standard approach - different councils have different practices.
 Don’t know what happens to recyclates, are they actually recycled or 

end up in landfill? 
 Revulsion to organic waste/compost bins – yuck factor!

Early issues and ideas identified in our ISM workshops

Barriers to change



  I have only been part of one ISM workshop, which was focused on recycling, but I 
thought it was a great tool to help facilitate discussion and could be used on any topic 
for any team 

 Neil Young, Transport Planning Officer, The Highland Council 
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Improving energy efficiency in the office
 Provide information and training to improve 

understanding of how heating/cooling is managed – 
what can staff do to improve thermal comfort. 

 Improve ethos/understanding at induction (raise staff 
environmental awareness, identify responsibilities).

 Provide feedback and updates to staff - communication 
needs to be a two way thing.

 Develop visuals/ infographics to illustrate progress 
towards targets, make readings/meters more visible.

Encouraging active travel
 Organise a “norming” event to create high visibility of 

cycling/walking.
 Provide opportunity to try different types of bikes, find 

out about equipment, join clubs etc. 
 Develop tailored apps that capture data for individual sites, buildings, 

to build greater shared resource on local walking/cycling routes, safe 
paths, obstacles, etc. 

 Create regional knowledge exchange network e.g. on Facebook. 
 Introduce “guaranteed ride home” policy in event of public transport 

delay, “missing last bus”.
 Encourage and promote ways for senior managers active travel 

practices to become more visible to staff.
 Provide cycle training and facilitate cycle buddy schemes.
 Allow flexibility in working hours, arrival/departure times so that 

people don’t feel penalised if active travel entails longer journey time.

Reducing frequency of domestic flights
 Provide incentives for using train e.g. ability to travel 1st class if 

working during the journey. 
 Investigate existing promotions e.g. Scottish Executive Package 

for train travel to London or negotiate new deals with transport 
operators. 

 Provide training on running webinars. 
 Integrate sustainability requirements into existing travel policies.

Increasing recycling rates 
 Raise awareness, e.g. arrange trip to or show video of local landfill 

site.
 Install reverse vending machines.
 Make it easier to identify and use the correct bins – make it fun, 

animal bins! 
 Use upcycled objects as recycling containers – make circular 

economy more visible.

Early issues and ideas identified in our ISM workshops

Stimuli for change
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*The Highland Council
Energy efficiency & e-bikes

Health Protection Scotland,  
NHS Scotland & SEPA

Transport behaviours

KSB Local Environmental Quality 
Awards, Annual Conference

Introduction to lSM

Glasgow School of Art, Sustainability 
in Action Group

Recycling

Environmental Association of 
Universities and Colleges, Community 

Engagement sub-topic group
Recycling

South Lanarkshire 
Sustainability 
Partnership

Introduction to lSM

South Lanarkshire 
Sustainable Development 

Coordination Group
Introduction to lSM

  Two key questions to ask when deciding who 
to invite to a workshop are ‘who do we think we’ll 
get the most out of and who will be best positioned 
to make the most of the workshop’. The value in 
the model is having a diverse range of opinions / 
experience in order to draw out a good range of 
interventions. 

 The gurus worked together as a team to identify who 
we should invite to the workshop. In the end a good 
range of managers and officers came along.  

 ISM ‘guru’, Highland Council 

See separate case studies at 
www.sustainable-scotland.net/lcb

Where is ISM stimulating change? 

GLASGOW

HAMILTON

INVERNESS

Taster sessions and talks supported by SSN between 
June 2014 and April 2015
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* facilitated by Changeworks

SNH Green Champions
video-conferencing and energy 

efficiency

  A core strength of the ISM 
model is that it involves a ‘values-
free’ approach that helps to reduce 
preconceptions and creates a 
‘flat’ space where all comments 
are of value. This encourages 
participants to get involved and 
express themselves more fully; 
so delivering more considered 
outcomes.

 Greening the Workplace Officer, 
SNH

Where is ISM stimulating change? 

Fife Environmental 
Partnership

Introduction to ISM

PERTH (BATTLEBY)

GLENROTHES

EDINBURGH

SSN Quarterly (members)
Introduction to ISM

KSB Climate Challenge Fund, 
CASP community workshop, 

Understanding Behaviour Change
Introduction to ISM

SSN annual Conference
Introduction to ISM

The University of Edinburgh, 
Department of Social 

Responsibility and Sustainability
Travel

Heriot Watt University
Transport and recycling

University of Edinburgh QMRI
Travel/transport

LIVINGSTON

West Lothian Council, Climate 
Change & Sustainability 

Working Group
Introduction to ISM

*West Lothian 
Council 

Energy efficiency

KSB Eco-schools
Introduction to ISM

SEPA
Travel to 

Stirling office

KSB ISM taster workshop 
for SSN members

Energy efficiency and travel

STIRLING

ORKNEY &  
SHETLAND
ISLANDS
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A range of free support is available from KSB to introduce you, 
colleagues and partners to ISM and to help you apply the approach. 

An introductory 
ISM talk covers: 

 The policy context of low 
carbon behaviours and 
provision of support from 
SSN

 an overview of the I, S & M 
contexts and some of the 
influencing factors

 examples of ISM 
application, findings and 
case studies 

Workshops can be designed depending on 
what you would like to achieve.

Stick a toe in the water with an ISM taster session to 
explore the approach. The hardest part is deciding who to 
invite, agreeing a date and securing a room! Invitees can be 

other team members or close-working colleagues from another unit or 
department. 

Taster sessions have been held for a number of organisations – see 
pages 6 & 7. 

Go for a dip if you coordinate or are part of a sustainability group 
or green champion network. You can hold a training session to 
help build internal capacity and competence in using ISM.  

An ISM workshop was co-designed with SNH for staff from across 
the organisation who play a role in Greening Behaviours. See case 
study on website4 

Dive in if you want to hold a workshop to focus on a specific 
issue e.g. energy efficiency or active travel then a bit more time 
and thought is needed to:

 Identify who to invite to ensure a representative mix of decision-
makers, influencers and enablers – one or other of which should 
ideally include those whose behaviour or choices are being considered 
(for example – if a university or college wanted to increase uptake 
of student cycling it would make sense to invite students or student 
representatives!)

 Plan how you will recruit invitees – this is probably the most 
important part as it will determine how productive the workshop is, 
how much credence is given to the findings and how much resource 
is afforded to implementing or progressing development of follow-up 
actions. You need to be mindful of other people’s agendas and be 
creative about motivating people to attend – i.e. what is in it for them 
- this doesn’t mean bribery – just highlighting benefits for them of 
attending. It can be as simple as having the opportunity to influence a 
new policy or next year’s budget! 

 Gather relevant materials to advise on the purpose or reason for the 
workshop and also to help inform discussion, particularly to dispel any 
recurring organisational “myths” which may arise. Typical materials are 
existing policy, monitoring data, internal reports etc. 

The University of Edinburgh is using ISM to help inform 
development of measures to reduce their carbon footprint from 
domestic business aviation. See case study on website1.

Talks can be arranged at short 
notice and tailored to suit specific 
interests. 

External partnerships and cross-
departmental groups tend to meet 
infrequently. This means it may take 
some time to progress from the 
initial request for an introductory 
talk through to workshop delivery. It 
makes sense, therefore, to contact 
SSN as early as possible to help 
coordinate effective and timely input, 
especially where workshop outputs 
and actions are needed to inform 
development of a specific plan or 
strategy. 

  The beauty of ISM is that 
it is dispassionate and an 
excellent aid to understanding 
behaviours, and so allowing 
you to judge where and 
when to act (and adapting 
interventions as required) 

 2015 Survey Respondee

4 http://www.keepscotlandbeautiful.org/sustainability-climate-change/sustainable-scotland-network/low-carbon-behaviours/ism-casestudies/

Steps for change
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Work on low carbon behaviours by public sector 
organisations is vital if Scotland is to meet its climate 
change targets and remain at the forefront of 
tackling climate change. 

Support for change

As the duties and expectations increase on public bodies 
to plan, act and report on climate change, now is an ideal 
time to get involved in using ISM within your organisation 
to help deliver sustainable change.  

There are many opportunities over the next two years for 
using ISM to tackle challenging issues and create positive 
impact, whether through using ISM to influence key 
decision-makers and leaders or for building organisational 
consensus and sharing responsibility and action on 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions, corporately and 
area-wide. 

With continued support from the Scottish Government 
we have the means of collaborating with public bodies 
in using this unique and flexible approach to achieve 
innovative and lasting change in support of Scotland 
becoming a fair and flourishing low carbon nation. 

KSB is integrating ISM across the SSN work programme 
and is offering a range of support, including:

 Introductory talks on ISM and how it can be used 
to design and build coherent low carbon plans and 
projects as part of cross-service or partnership 
programmes

 Provision of taster sessions, training and resources 
using ISM to build organisational capacity and 
individual confidence;

 Facilitation of ISM workshops and development 
of action plans as part of the “ISM Pathfinder 
Programme” to support specific policy or practice 
issues e.g. “Supporting Reporting” which will help 
organisations develop and implement new duties on 
climate change reporting. 

  An ISM workshop provides people with an 
opportunity to be 100% honest about how they feel 
about a particular topic, which is extremely powerful. 

 Giving people the opportunity to be open and 
honest, even when their managers are present, 
allows the group to dive deeper into the real issues. 
ISM provides a framework that helps people to really 
understand behaviours and what shapes them.

 ISM ‘guru’, Highland Council

  The University probably wouldn’t have identified 
the same range of challenges and opportunities had 
they just proceeded without ISM. 

 Social Responsibility and Sustainability Projects 
Coordinator, University of Edinburgh

  The ISM model is really intuitive, and this 
makes it easier to use.

 ISM ‘guru’, Highland Council

To discuss opportunities for ISM support, including collaboration in the ISM Pathfinders 
Programme, please contact our behaviours lead in the SSN team at Keep Scotland Beautiful: 

June Graham        E: june.graham@ksbscotland.org.uk        T: 01786 468586
Or register for support at www.sustainable-scotland.net/lcb



Keep Scotland Beautiful is the charity that campaigns, 

acts and educates on a range of local, national and 

global environmental issues to change behaviour and 

improve the quality of people’s lives and the places 

they care for. We are committed to making Scotland 

clean, green and more sustainable.


